Getting a Bottle-Bank
back for Saul
Serious
littering
issues
caused the bottle-bank in
Saul to be withdrawn. Black
bags with dirty nappies and
others horrors made the old
location intolerable. This
triggered a lot of complaints
from Saul Residents who
did not want to travel to Downpatrick or Raholp for bottle bank
facilities.
After consultations with local people, I met with Gabriel Sloan
and he has agreed for his pub to host a bottle bank at the rear
of his premises.
Littering will be discouraged using ccTV and warning notices
will draw peoples attention to the cameras.

Safer Bus Stop for Raholp

I facilitated the introduction of a new bus stop near the junction
of Bannaghan Road / St Patricks Road Raholp after working
with local residents. Clearly there were road safety issues in
accessing the existing bus stop at St Tassachs Terrace making it
dangerous for Bannaghan Road residents to access. The lack of
pavement forced pedestrians out onto the road just where busy
traffic narrows to a single lane. The new bus stop has proven
very popular.

Attracting Investment for Local Farmers

My work with local farmers organisations has attracted huge press
coverage recently with Invest NI announcing research money and
supporting our bid to become the ‘UK Centre of Excellence’ for energy
storage and microgrids to the London-based Technology Strategy
Board.
This project aims to upgrade the National Grid from Strangford and
Saul to Ardglass and Killough. Creating a ‘mini-grid’ backed-up with
new energy storage systems will allow us to increase the amount of
renewable energy we produce locally from about 40% of consumption
up to 100% - or even allow us to export to the National Grid through
Downpatrick. This has huge potential for local jobs in the area as well
as income for local farmers in the surrounding area.
In March 2014 the ‘Technology Strategy Board’ confirmed its interest
to us recognising our area of South Lecale as its reference site for
these technologies. This project could not take place in Britain as
regulations do not favour these technologies. Because we in N.I. are
on the Irish Government-owned National Grid we have rules that are
more favourable to renewables, new technology and consistent with
European norms.

Getting a Commuter
Service for Saul
and Raholp

I facilitated the introduction of this new commuter service from
Translink after 18 months of work. Saul commuter David Hamill
had canvassed me on this issue as he was aware I was trying
to get a service for Strangford.
This success means that people from Raholp, Saul and
Strangford can get into the bus station in Downpatrick for 8am,
in time to get the onwards buses to Belfast arriving before 9
O’Clock. One third of the workforce in Down District commutes
to the Greater Belfast area, and we need to configure our public
transport systems to take this into account.
David said “ It’s a boon for commuters. Cars don’t have to be
parked in Downpatrick or Belfast all day with other members
unable to use them. I’m delighted”.
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